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Garden 28 Blows 1w~Top 
by Charles Ratcliff 
Last Thursday morning at 
9:30, winds in excess of 40mph 
tore the roof' off of Garden 
Apartment 28, forcing the tem-
porary evacuation of 2 apart-
ments and slightly damaging 3 
cars in the parking lot below. 
The roofs of the Gardens are 
made of 3 layers consisting of 
three-quarter inch wood topped 
by a layer of tarpaper covered 
with sections :of corrugated 
steel. The wind got underneath 
one of the steel sections and tore 
it loose. This caused a chain 
reaction and tore another section 
loose and damaged a third 
section. In all, about 40 feet of 
roof was affected. The two 
sections that came completely 
free blew across the street and 
landed on top of 3 cars parked in 
R lot, scratching paint and 
causing some minor dents. The 
third section flapped loosely on 
top of the building until two 
members of Physical Plant, 
Harold Cox and Roy Pealo, 
braved the high winds and bitter 
cold to go up on the roof and 
secure it. According to Emil 
Policay of Physical Plant, the 
actions of these two men pre-
vented any further damage to 
the roof which could have 
necessitated the evacuation of 
the entire top floor of Garden 28. 
Once the loose section was 
secured, students were allowed 
back into their apartments. 
Friday morning, Policay and 
Don Runyon met witli the 
architects of the building who 
assured them that no other roofs 
had been damaged by the winds. 
On Monday, a roofing contractor 
put a temporary patch over the 
damaged area to alleviate the 
problems of leakage until the 
weather turns warmer and per-
manent repairs can be made. 
Director of College Relations 
Walter Borden did not have a 
dollar estimate for the damage 
but the college is insured for such 
accidents, including the damage 
done to the cars. Fortunately, no 
students had to find alternate 
hou.sing for the night but the 
college would have provided that 
as well. 
Both Policay and Borton spoke 
with praise about the response of 
Safety and Physical Plant and 
the cooperation of the affected 
students. Policay blamed the 
accident on a freak of nature 
instead of a flaw in the roof. He 
said it was a combination of high 
winds coming from the right 
direction further complicated by 
the fact that the sections of steel 
overlaps each other so when one 
goes, it takes the next one with 
it. However, this in the type of 
accident that could easily happen 
again, especially considering that 
Ithaca is notorious for its winds. 
Six years ago the wind took the 
root off of Garden Apt. 27 under 
identical circumstances. It was 
suggested that the structure of 
the roof was weakened by 
vibrations from an unusually 
loud stereo in one of the affected 
apartments but this was immedi-
ately dismissed as a possibility 
by Housing officials. , 
Reaction from the affected 
students ranged from terror to 
anger to amusement. One 
studpnt- Peter Mar,< , was . 
awaken by the noise of the roof the area was kept clear of 
coming off and he described it as unauthorized personnell so no-
sounding like a herd of elephants body else would be endangered 
trampling the roof. Another by falling debris. In general, the 
student, Rob Eldridge had been situation was-handled extremely 
awakened for about half an hour well by Ithaca College personnel. 
and according to him, the roof Special pra:se is due to Harold 
was making alot of noise before it Cox and Roy Pealo for the role 
actually come loose. A third they played. Howeever some 
student, Margaret Millspaugh, people, especially those people 
called Safety when she saw who live in Garden 28, remain 
someone get hit with ·a piece of concerned about the possibility 
blowing tarpaper. Fortunately of this type of thing happening 
that student wasn't hurt and again. 
thanks to Safety's quick response 
Review 
Section of corrugated roof cover-
ing Garden Apartments still 
hol,ding on 
photo by Rob Eldridge 
ERA Debate: DeCrow VSm Schlafly 
by Julia Stromsted 
The tension of irresolution and 
indecision seemed to hang over 
the crowd last Wednesday night 
following_ the ERA debate be-
tween the two national greats: 
Karen DeCrow and Phyllis -
Shafley (NOW ex-president and 
leader of the STOP-ERA MOVE-
MENT.( 
To most, the debate had been 
confusing: what exactly were 
the issues? What laws were 
being proposed? What were the 
ramifications? And who had 
actually won the debate? · And 
for a few moments after it was all 
over, I too, sat musing over all 
that had just been said and 
wondered why my reactions 
were not more clearly defined. 
My answer came only as the 
crowd dwindled (and the last 
Burchite was pried from his chair 
in the back) and I realized that 
with the abatement of mob 
excitement and drama came a 
more perceptive understanding 
of what had actually transpired. 
In other words, I stopped 
operating on pep-rally mentality 
and began concentrating on the 
facts that had been generated 
during the debate. 
As I began to review the 
debate. I found, surprisingly, 
that the debate had been far 
more successful than I had 
originally realized. 
At the onset, Karen DeCrow 
began her discourse with a 
"general audience" mixture of 
information, facts, statistics and 
rhetoric, abstractions and emo-
tion to explain briefly what the 
ERA was and to support its 
passage. 
''The ERA states that equality 
of law shall not be denied or 
abridged by the United States or 
any ·state on account of sex." 
The ERA which needs 38 state 
·Mushrooms Blossom 
in Garden Apartments 
by Bette Ann Sacks 
A problem'has sprouted in one 
of the bunkers. According to 
Brana Frankel who lives with 
Sandy Cohen in bunker 29-5-1, 
mushrooms are "growing around 
the edges of the water heater 
through the· carpet." 
The students moved in the 
apartment during the end of first 
semester and discovered that the 
mushroom problem was starting 
to occur about one and one-half 
weeks into the second semester. 
The problem was reported to 
housing who informed Physical 
Plant. According to Housing 
Goordinator, kMichele Viotty, 
"Housing can only refer the 
problem to Physical Plant. After 
that, it is ini;heir hands." 
Physical Plant responded four 
days after housing filed the 
complaint. The problem was not 
cured. The students said that 
Physical Plant "just left pieces on 
the floor; it was really gross." 
Five days later, Physical Plant 
retruned to pick up the pieces. 
The mushrooms have grown 
back and no action has been 
taken to alleviate the problem. 
Mushrooms, 96 hours old, sprout 
from apartment carpet 
. . . 
votes (3 more) before March 1979 
in order to be ratified and 
accepted as an amendment for 
our national constitution is ab-
solutely necessary, in DeCrow's 
estimation because "our laws are 
not comprehensive enough,""are 
not enforced," "are not equita-
ble,"and "are too susceptable to 
arbitrary change." She listed 
numerous examples of inequality 
such as reduced credit ratings 
and benefits for women, the 
denied entry for gifted young 
women into advanced science 
highschools, lower social security 
and insurance benefits, limited 
access to "government man-pow-
er" projects and military training 
schools, etc. 
"Our Supreme Court needs all 
the help it can get on equal rights 
issues when it rules that sepa-
rate but unequal highschools for 
young men and women are 
constitutionally fair." She stated 
this halfway through her speech 
then concluded with a challenge 
to an American nation which 
brought thunderous applause 
from the capacity crowd: · "A 
country which holds itself up 
before the entire world as a 
leader in Human Rights issues 
can not deny these rights to 53 
per cent of its population!" 
Ms. Shafley began on a differ-
ent tactic by resorting primarily 
to sweeping generalizations and 
unsupported accusations. "Wo-
men in this country have all the 
constitutional rights that men 
have-the US Supreme Court in 
1875 declared that women are 
"persons" and that women can 
have any career or occupation 
they want." She was not, 
however, able to rebuke the 
examples and data forwarded by 
MS. DeCrow. 
Ms. Schafley then went on to 
mention various federal laws 
passed in 1972-The Equal Oppor-
tunity Act; The Education A-
mendment, the Equal Credit 
Act-and to assert that no other 
law was now necessary to 
supplement or further the efforts 
of these laws. Again, she 
seemed unable to explain why 
these laws hadn't stopped 
sexism in our nation, and then 
when faced with data proving 
sexist practices under the law, 
she simply tried to deny that 
sexism existed! 
Her strongest statement in her 
first speech blasted ERAers for 
inviting "the meddling fingers of 
the Feds"into "our personal and 
community affairs" (at this point 
I thought back to the McCarthite 
Red scares from "meddling Feds 
and creeping Communism!") She 
did not care to respond to 
DeCrow's reference to the past 
18 year-old sufferage amend-
ment as proof that the ERA need 
not escalate Federal intervention 
and domination. 
One was left, at the close of 
her speech, knowing a great deal 
about Schafley's personal opin-
ion, but not knowing any solid 
reasons why she or we should be 
opposed to the ERA in particu-
lar. 
The discussion then moved on 
to the November Houston Con-
vention for International W o-
mens' Year. Though both deba-
tors did not seem above sensa-
tionalism, generalizations, 'ap-
peal to emotion or patriotism.' 
Ms. Schafley at this point opened 
up with a deluge of accusations 
and aspersions against the Con-
vention organizers that surpas-
sed all deviations from accepta-
ble debate form thus far. 
accusations, if well supported 
and proved. are potent persua-
continued on page 4 
Syracuse Proi 
Minority Speake::r 
Dr. Rick Wright, Assistant 
Professor of Communications at 
Syracuse University, will pre-
sent an informal lecture Febru-
ary 3rd in the Crossroads. It will 
be entitled "Minority Ownership 
of Radio and Television A 
Projection." 
Dr. Wright, formerly an 
NBC Radio Consultant and Pro-
grammer, has been actively 
involved in broadcast communi-
. cations since age fifteen. 
Topics of current and future 
concern will also be discussed. 
This event is sponsored by 
JAMAA, formerly The Club for 
the Enhancement of Minorities in 
Communications. JAMAA is a 
service organization of Ithaca 
College whose purpose is to 
promote creativi~y among those 
interested in the media in 
addition to providing opportuni-
ties for practical experience. 
This event is open to the 
public and donations are wel-
come. 
; 
.~ 
Questi~n: Do you feel the faculty 
should be unionized? 
!Photos bY Gail Lahm 
Ithaca College's faculty and thought, (occasionally a stude~t· witn· students being in that 
El administration are locked in a is allowed voting powers in one situation. 
~ battle of traditional facultyrights committee oe another.) It seems useless to spend all vs. administrative centralization Still, both feel the students this time and energy struggling of power. Many professors feel should be satisfied with their for decision-making power. It is that they are rapidly losing limited input. The faculty has almost hypocritical that we, as 
necessary faculty power to the the hypocritical audacity to fight supposedly intellectual, civilized 
administration. The faculty feels for their "traditional peroga- people, cannot work together in 
that it is important to maintain tives" and then state the stu- trust because we cannot believe 
their present level of input in dents can have no say (except what · e say to each other. The 
deciding the college curriculum. that of suggestions) in academic administration claims that they 
They feel that the administration aims once the faculty becomes won't leave the rest of the 
will leave them only the freedom unionized. Also, many faculty community in the dark on 
to suggest , reducing faculty to a members would rather not have important issues and will ser-
powerless level to counteract the student input in tenure deci- iously consider and accept facul-
11 administration, faculty has be- sions. In fact, when students ty, staff, and student· input. 
m 
gun procedures to unionize in were battling for a communica" However, this promise is not and 
. order to regain and hold their tive committee so students could will not be believed until proven 
dim in i shin g powers . remain in touch with administra- by administration policy and 
GI This upset by faculty raised tive committees, the Faculty action that the administration 
I 
this question. What input do Council voted not to back stu- will work without any input from 
students have? While faculty are dents up. The Faculty Council the rest of the community. And 
trying to protect themselves felt that their own goals and that it may be possible that the 
from sinking to the lowest level of the student body were too administrative, with centralized 
of only being able to suggest , the diversified and it was not in their power, could work for the benefit 
student is to consider the ability best interest to join forces with of all. The faculty feels that 
1:1 to suggest a privilege; a privilege the students. In other words, under a unionized structure they 
m 
in t~e. eyes_ of both faculty and the faculty felt they might be can work better for the students, 
adm1mstrat10n. risking their jobs if they support- the college, and themselves. 
The faculty states that they ed student interests. Why shouldn't that be accepted? 
1:1 are working in the best interest The administration says it will Maybe the students' predeter-
1 
of the students. "After all, it's welcome suggestions and stu- mined, powerless role is suffici-
the students that keep our jobs dent input but will make final ent enough to carry themthrough 
and the college alive," one decisions and policy on their a satisfactory college career. 
. faculty member had said. The own. And like it or not, students All involved parties may mere-
administration claims that they do no have the pow~r to change ly be reacting to paranoid and 
too are working in the best those final administrative deci- built-in mistrust. Maybe every-
1
, _  El interest of the students. Yet sions. The faculty is desperately one is basically sincere in trying 
'- m neither constituency would dare trying not to let themselves fall to help IC. Maybe we all have 
\ , _ allow the students to be anything into the same powerless condi- the same aim. Or maybe that is 
but suggestors, while they th emf' tion as students. Yet they do not all just a drea 
mf':'.!....., .· .. - -- '1,, El1· ~Ive, a,eihd~ lipeem~ fi&''DOwNS 
ffl , '<:"i!:~\ ·::ti:;:P~?at, I Bill Delaney, '79 Health Ad. f T L. • ID must know more about the Yes, I feel the faculty should O ower 1v1ng 
1:1 problems that a union will createha~e the support of the force of_a El 
I and the problems that it will also umon to help express their m 
a 
m 
a 
I 
be resolving. qualms to the administration. 
It is disgraceful that the bad. The powers that be animals (a few of the many 
El actions of a few caused great (Housing & Security) really blew residents) want; better food at "·, I discomfort to so many innocent this one, but the vandals are the feeding time'! 
residents in the Towers. It is culprits. Residents of the Towers 
even more disgraceful that the What kind of demented should deeply examine this des-
sophomoric attitude of those in person would destroy anything, truction in terms of their lives 
charge of the elevators' opera- much less their own home? and find solutions to the pro-
tion caused the residents' great Besides the elevator destruction, blem. We bet that peer pressure 
1:1 discomfort to be prolonged. It the West Tower, now one helped to encourage the vanda-
m
reminds us of the elementary semester renewed, already looks lism and that a heavy dose of it 
school teacher who punished the like Chicago in the sumllJ¥r of the other way can stop the 
whole class because one kid was 1968. What do the re"ldent vandalism. 
m•1111111amm:1mn:mmme1mm:mi:::::!lliz::::Smm::if=i!IB1i:a&:Ct:zitZllSIIIIAAlr.lSZ9&12lP91:i?l:l#!S!l'511l!ii=t,i!IE¥!:114Rl:ll'tC!l9i!liasmiliriiiii:milimi:.pc:::, ·i:lh:C·i!!:l· ::S:S:::l1:S::.S·4r::::::-::?:•::::--::!'!R::::::,:l• 
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COME TO _A PARTY! 
Interested ir. spending 
a semester at the Ithaca 
College London Center?? 
Then, cor.e to the Cross-
roads Party on February 
7th at 8: 15 r .n. in th:-
Union Crossroads. There 
will be a film presenta-
tion and former partici 
pants will be available 
to answer any questions. 
neer and snacks will be 
Db t ___ e a ___ e 
continued from page 1 . 
sive weapons of debate; accusa- to the women's convention to Ms. DeCrow said, " 
tions unsupported and opinionat- vote in opposition to the main society is realizing that there is 
ed are useless tools in the hands ERA issues. alot to be learned from women .. 
of fools. for women have discovered the 
Schafley imputed the conven- Unfortunately, during the secret of a happier, healthier 
tion leaders with cheating, rig- third and final topic of discus- society where gender is not the 
ged elections, public deception, sion-the future of male/female key to determine your life." 
congressional manipulation, un- relations-the entire debate sub- The second important issue to 
fair publicity, biased admittance structure collapsed as each par- be dealt with, however super-
procedures, block voting, "pack-' ticipant succumbed to the excite-· ficially, was that of homosexuali-
aged programs," suppression - ment of the moment and lost ty. Phyllis Shafley's outlook that 
tactics, physical denail of partici- track of the last vestiges of for a normal individual to be a 
pants anti-ERAers, distor- intellectual argument. Karen parent and or teach school was a 
tion of public sentiments, non-re- DeCrow slipped out of her normal right but that for a 
presentation, etc ... ,(the list con- legislative mode and resorted to homosexual to do the same would 
tinues at some length!) all under deprecating witticisms (at the be a "superior privilege,"did not 
the domineering direction of expense of Ms. Schafley) and sit too well with either the liberal 
Bella Abzug, a US CONGRESS- cutsey quips designed to appeal Ithaca audience predominately in 
WOMAN AT THE TIME. And solely to "mob humor,"· while attendance or. the groups of 
what compelling, dcisive evi- Phyllis Shafley, though crediting lesbians and gay men vocally in 
dence did she present as proof of herself by remaining above per- attendance. DeCrow, though 
her interpretation? None! sonal attacks, degenerated to purporting to support gay rights, 
maternatistic puntifications on did not seriously attempt to 
the natural inequities of life, the dispell any of the traditional 
virtues of arduous work, the · conceptions of homosexuality as 
pleasures of wifedom andmot- a perversion or vice. 
Karen DeCrow, in responding, 
could have gone into greater 
detail to refute these accusa-
tions, but she adequatley disin-
tegrated any semblance of truth 
they might have had by citing 
Roper Poll, Gallup Poll, Good 
Housekeeping Poll, and the Red 
Book Poll statistics on US opion: 
"all these polls (see above) 
conclude that 78-80 percent of all 
voting age women and men in the 
US support the ERA and a 
woman's right to abortion. The 
minority opposed to these issues 
were then fairly. represented at 
served so be sure to have the Houston Convention with 
herhood, and the inherent dif-
ferences between males and 
females. She also succeeded in 
contradicting herself, concerning 
the women's role in society, by 
stating that "before you throw 
out all the past accepted male/fe-
male relationships and decide 
there is no difference between 
them, you better make sure that 
what you are substituting is 
better and workable, like who is 
going to take care of the babies if 
not the women? Society has not 
yet found a better way than our 
present system," then, when 
faced with a direct question on 
her hypocricy, replied thatwo-
men should and could have 
exciting careers if they· wanted 
to. 
Overall, the debate was both 
exciting and disappointing. 
Many topics were discussed and 
a quanity of helpful information 
was forwarded, but there was so 
much more that deserved to be 
said, so much more of indispensi-
ble impact that must and should 
have been said on a topic that 
will affect the lives of all of us 
from this point on. The strict 
time limitations prevented any 
real indepth investigation and 
discussion on vital aspects of the 
ERA and Womens' Liberation 
Movement. But, hopefully, 
with the introductory informa-
tion provided by this debate, 
members of the IC community 
will begin to question and 
investigate this issue and have it 
directly affect their lives. 
your I.!:. carri. 
Come join in the fun! 
Now, your favorite plo 11t shop. 
wants to become your favorite florist. 
TIIE 154 Ithaca Commons• 273-723f: 
PLANTATION 
Order early for the 
best Valentine selection 
You can phone your order 
i1I tq us, ~n~.charge it to 
~ "'s:;11 . . . • 
HELP WANTED 
lfSFOR 
YOU.eoeo 
please call 
274-3207 
x207 
~ ~ ~mi~ 
C~uh9 I/tee 
AMERICAN & CHINESE 
RESTAURANT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA. N. Y. 14850 
TFL (607) 273-1234 
l BLOCK FROM 
CAMPUS 
their approximate 20 percent of 
the delagate votes. She also 
stated that of the legal chal-
lenges to the election procedures 
for convention delegators, not a 
single one has been substantiat-
ed or successful. 
It is an interesting aside to 
_ note that Ms. Schafley's claims of Some important issues did 
a state by state lock out of votes <"ome out in the last exchange, as 
for anti-ERAers could not possi- • R • 
bly be true if Utah (the Morman Academic Student V .P. es1gns 
state,) an anti-ERA state, could 
successfully elect male delegates The Executive Board of Stu- their reasons for wanting the 
-- dent Government regretfully an- job. Each cnadidate will be 
nounces the resignation of Jim entitled to have two character 
Reinprecht, former Vice Presi- witnesses to speak in their 
dent ofacademics. Jim, who is behalf. All interested people are 
leaving f~r personal reasons, felt urged to contact either Marj 
he could not do the best possible Brown or Jeff Eden at centrex 
job and is certainly leaving in a 3377 or 274-3377. The entire 
positive light. It now becomes student body is invited to 
necessary to fill his position. witness this spectacle next Tues-
All Ithaca College students are day, February 7 at 8 PM in the 
eligible and encouraged to run. Union cafeteria. 
The new VP of Academics will be * Encounters 
responsible for dealing with all , · _ , 
aspects of the college which are persons from seeing what really 
related to academics. One crashed. The photographs 
important job that will have to be released to the press are 
dealt with is chairing a student probably fake ones that were 
committee studying faculty ten- created to deviate the truth from 
ure. The job is alot more the public. 
interesting than its description the incidents that occured at 
above. Ithaca College indicate that the 
Anyone interested in running school has been syringed by a 
for the position will be required close encounter. Will this 
to make a short statement encounterer return, or has it 
talking about themselves and <1ctually finished? r·-·-1--,.._ 
·--:;;:-I;s~;;;:-o7~;:;;;e:;;-;ilT~;;~:------SPE-------E---D---------,I OB SI 1-
sixth term of speed reading classes in Ithaca by I 
conducting classes on-the Ithaca College Campus as I 
well as at the YMCA. I 
The Institute, by course contract, guarantees READING I 
every graduate improved comprehension and a • • 
reading speed of 1000 words per minute, or a full •1 refund of tuition. Al I C., I Any graduate can read an average book in less • I The Special Events Office has 2 openings for than an hour and understand it better. The course For Everyone I Student Summer Conference Coordinators. emphasizes techniques for efficient concentration I 
1 Student Coordinators assist the Manager of Special and retention, studying and teSt-taking skills. For complete informativn, •• Events with all aspects of banquets, conferences 
In Ithaca, some graduates have increased 1 comprehension 3X, speed 40X. The course design without obligation to enroll, 1  and meetings. They work closely with Saga permits an individual to progress privately at his attend any ONE of the free, 1 Catering, the Housing staff, the Student Union 
one-hour orientation meetings to I staff, the Tower Club staff and the Physical Plant 
o_wn rate within the supportive atmosphere of the be held in FRIENDS 309. I staff. The positions involve many evening and 
t iaTssh. . . I weekend hours. Applicants should be able to work 
e course reqmres attendance at eight classes, • h I - f C t th ht A t 18 1978 -
• ~ne__rer week~ choice of ~ar1y evening or weekend. Tonag t 7:30 P.M. 11.J~~ay ~;$2~:;;:: plu~oauaarde~~;art~ent ro;.I 
I :Vfal,e-_ups will be ~vailable for most _absences, 1 th mer. Students should apply at the B :rocludmg school sprmg recesses. Applicants are . . . · _e s~m . . I ,• . ...:.:epted from age 13 through adult, with special Reg1strat10~ afte: each meeting. . I _Fmanc1al Aid Office by_ Fehruary 24, 1978. . 
B tuition rates for families and for students. Classes begm th1s weeken~ and I 1 _, _ --I 
1 · next week. · · . I I 
·----.-.-----~-----~-~-------11111!1'-------------.__;__~_,..~--~--~.,,,. \; ~ ., :. ' . : ~ - . .: ' ,~ .. . . . ' ' 
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ELP: A Spectacular Corriell Concert 
!JJ Bob Buchmann 
In 1969, a band member of The 
Nice met another from King 
Crimson in a Sa?" Francisco bar. 
That moment · sprouted the 
groun~~ork, for a new ... pro 
gressive i:ockl band with I a lot 
of regard for' the past sprouted' 
Nice's Keith Emer-
c;on teamed up with Crimson's 
1reg Lake. Later that year, 19 
1ear-old Carl Palmer filled the 
band's void for a percussionist. 
In 1970,- Emerson, Lake and 
Pal,merwas released, featuring 
"Take a Pebble" and classic 
"Lucky Man." Tarkus was next, 
followed by Jive Pictures, Tri-
1,ogy, Brain Salad Surgery and 
Welcome Back My Friends... It -
was then that the·trio took time 
out for three years. 
When they returned in 1977, 
the Works collection was re-
leased. The band embarked on a 
nationwide tour encorporating a 
full orchestra that was later 
deemed financially crippling. 
The tour, sans orchestra, was 
revived for January and Febru-
ary of 1978. This past Monday 
even"ing, Cornell's Barton Hall 
was made part of the ELP tour 
itinerary. 
Keith Emerson stood behind 
his custom-made Moog Synthe-
sizer, undaunted in a white shirt 
and tight leather pants, as the 
band open~d the near-three-hour 
evening with an unreleased 
version of "Peter Gunn." During 
"Hoedown," which followed, 
Emerson abandoned the key-
board to spray the eight-thou-
sand in attendance with a shower 
or sparks, as the synthesizer 
fired out electronic effects. An 
edited version of "Tarkus" was 
next in line. 
Greg Lake, in a sharp white 
suit-jacket, played one of his 
$2500 guitars during the medley 
of 'Take a Pebble, ""Maple Leaf 
Rag," and "Piano Concerto #1. 
Carl Palmer's short-sleeve shirt 
turned every color of the spec-
trum as three rows of leko 
spotlights highlighted the drum-
mer's performance in the set. 
From the right side of the 
stage, Lake picked up an elec-
tric-acoustic guitar, as Emerson 
walked downstage to an accord-
ian in preparation for "C'est La 
Vie" and "Lucky Man." 
The first half of the concert 
concluded with "Pictures at an 
Exhibition," during which Emer-
son's synthseizer burst into 
spectacular flames, J,inking into 
the stage in a rage of bright light 
and intense sound. Many 
thought this marked the end of 
the concert, and stood in a wild 
ovation as an announcement .was 
made describing the unexpected 
second half of the performance 
Fifteen minutes later, ELP 
welcomed back their friends to 
the show that never ends with 
"Karnevil 9, ImpressionI," as 
they rose out of center stage atop 
Emerson's baby grand piano. 
The synthesizer simultaneously 
rose out of the left corner of the 
stage, as if it were Band Member 
Number Four. They performed 
"Tiger in the Spotlight," and 
then paced down the show with 
"Watching Over You," written 
by Lake "for my little girl." 
Equally amazing as exploding· 
synthesizers in "Pictures" was 
Carl Palmer's percussion solo in 
"Tank" amd "The Enemy God." 
Palmer's lightning-fast motions 
were blurred as his drum-stage 
began to spin like a merry-go--
round, flashing, swirling strobe 
lights to his beat. What can best 
be described as specially tuned 
gongs engulfed Palmer as he 
struck them in perfect time. 
"Nutcracker," with Emerson 
11:on electric piano, and "Pirates," 
off of Works Volume I, closed 
the concert, but not the evening. 
Barton Hall was wall-to-wall 
flames, with cheers of "more" 
coming from every corner of the 
airplane hangerlook-a-like. 
ELP's encore was a rousing 
performance of "Fanfare for the 
Common Man." The audience.as 
exhausted as the band, was 
goodbyed with "Show Me the 
Way to go Home." The group 
was very pleased with the 
·concert, smiling as if to say it had 
been alot of fun. ELP Publicity 
Director Terry Holman remark-
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A Nice Feeling 
ed that the crowd was one of the 
best on the tour so far. 
Emerson, Lake and Palmer 
each had separate limousines 
.. with a police escort to the airport 
after the concert. They were no 
doubt out of Barton Hall by the 
time the lights came back on. 
They were on their way to 
Buffalo for a February l concert. 
They wanted an extra day kso 
Palmer could meet with his 
karate instructor, Lake could go 
to the Record !!'heater store to 
buy· some cassettes, and Emer-
son could get some more wine. 
Special thanks to WICE-FM 
Music Director Harry JV einger 
Assistant Music Director Bill 
Rose, and to Brad Bradhering for 
their help with this review. 
LivTaylor 
4if'l1rildlND 
Entering the rlen Light Gym 
last Saturday night, I didn't 
know all that much about Living-
ston Taylor. Basically, I was 
familiar with his songs "Carolina 
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201 s. T"lop~. 
ltbaea,N.Y, 
2'.72-8262 
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Day" and "Get Out of Bed," 
What I learned is that Liv is an 
extremely talented man with a 
remarkable sense of pace in his 
performance; he's hardly a fellow 
standing in his brother's shadow. 
Moving with ease from 
guitar to piano to banjo, Taylor 
. kept a relaxing sense of being 
one-on-one with each member o 
his large audience. I wouldn't 
suggest that he go solely into the 
poetry business, but Liv main-
tained a natural charm through-
out his 70-minute stint (a lengt 
that seemed just right to me). 
Taylor's command of his act 
simply stunned me. He knew 
exactly when and how to bring 
his listeners up or down at any 
given moment. Watching him 
was like sitting around a warm 
fire with a good friend; it was a 
nice, comfortable feeling that 
filled the entire gymnasium. 
Relaxed, genial and incredibl 
gifted - that was Livingston 
Taylor, who entertained ·a mass 
of people last weekend without a 
single false note, musical or 
otherwise. 
Our 8th-Vear • Now at 2 Locations 
Beaver· College and Cornell University 
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conducted on the campus of Cornell University and AERCO/Phila. 
Program conducted on the campus of Beaver College. For 
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AERCO Montessori Teacher Training Program 
Ms. Carol Korngold, 25 Roxbury Road, Scarsdale NY 10583 
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The Workings of a Concert Commission 
By Bob Buoh~uck, Bucks, and .Smarts 
and Paul Bern stem 
Most upperclas&.,eople will re-
call those indulgent years when 
the Unicorn's music stage was 
still in business downtown. 
Somehow, they used to make a 
great number of promotional 
connections. In those days, 
performers would charge as little 
as half of what they might ask 
today .. The story can speak for 
itself as the Unicorn went 
bankrupt at the end of the 
1975-76 year. 
Since then, the IC Concert 
Committee has been watched far 
more closely and of course 
they're received some criticism 
as a result. These critics may be 
overlooking the fact that there 
have been quite a few successful 
shows including the Outlaws, 
Pure Prairie League, George 
Benson, and Jerry Garcia, 
This past semester, the com-
mittee was hampered by a bit of 
bad luck. The Atlanta Rhythm 
Section concert which was to be 
held on October 22, was called off 
due to the leonard Skynard 
mishap, and there was a great 
problem in negotiating a show to 
match with the availability of the 
gymnasium. 
Steve Haims, the former con-
cert head, and his predecessor, 
Howie Bloom, both agreed that 
the free performance in 1978 was 
an attempt to make up lost 
concert time to the students. 
Members of both Ithaca Col-
lege's concert arrangers and 
those of Cornell's council were 
unanimous in figuring that the 
key to future success at Ithaca 
College was in luck and bucks. 
The Ithaca College committee 
received fourteen of a requested 
twenty-five thousand dollars to 
budget the comnuss10n. 
Emerson, Lake and Palmer 
cost Cornell an estimiated sum 
exceeding twenty thousand dol-
lars just for last Monday even-. 
in g's performance. 
The Ben Light gym is definite-
ly the best place for IC con -
:certs ,, The showdates remain 
hard to come by with IC's hectic 
athletic schedule. The Billy 
Cobham concert on February 
12th will therefore take place in 
the Strand Theatre at the bottom 
of the hill. 
As good a concert as that may 
be, one has to ask what good it 
will do when all but a thousand 
individuals have to wait to hear 
about it in the morning. 
Livingston Taylor drew over 
two thousand people as a free 
concert. A dollar per attendant 
could have upped the hurting 
budget some seven t<1 eight 
percent. Ironically, the sound of 
"hurting budget" usually fails to 
raise much sympathy from a 
student body with a tuition like 
The Cornell University Con-
cert Commission has no set-down 
budget, but rather deals through 
a promotion firm. John Scher 
under the firm name, Monarch 
Liemer cites the planned -
Marshall Tucker concert, origi-
nally scheduled for December II 
of last year. "1800 tickets were 
sold, advertising was done, and a 
•
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Entertainment, serves to pro-
mote, book, and manage talent. 
Scher's organization manages 
Renaissance, the Grateful Dead, 
and Stankey Brown, and Cornell 
Concert Commission chairperson 
Ben Liemer sees this as one key 
to Cornell's success. "Scher has 
stature in the industr.y as a major 
promoter of concerts on the east 
coast." 
... ,,· 
bandmember hurt his leg. When 
the band cancelled parts of their 
tour, we didn't lose one cent." 
The promoter incurred any los-
ses. 
There lies only part of Cor-
nell's success. Add to this the 
buying power of a promotion 
organization like Scher's and the 
result is big acts that are well 
researched in terms of schedul-
ing. 
Nevertheless, Liemer does not 
believe Ithaca College's Commis-
sion is in grave shape with a 
$14,700 budget. Elmira College 
budgets $7500 and Cayuga Com-
munity College budgets $10,000. 
Modest budgets like these, un-
matched by $100,000 budgets 
like that at SUN'Y Albany, can 
still do great things, according to 
Liemer as he listed IC's past 
succe!3ses. "Billy Cobham may 
not be 'elp but he is a damn good 
drummer with great musicians. 
By no means is such a concert 
inferior to an ELP concert ,. 
A slightly hidden fact might be 
that '!C's committee for concerts 
is a non-profit organization that 
exists soley for the entertain-
ment of the students. There are 
seven of them sticking their 
noses in the bigtime, trying to 
make professional decisions and 
offers, while the rest of this 
music-hungry country does the 
same. Most everyone involved 
at the IC Concert Commission 
feels that most of the rough--
going is behind them now, and it 
doesn't seem too presumptuous 
to look forward to Cobham , if 
--------~---"Ji that of Ithaca College. No budget is needed for the Cornell Con~ert Commission be-
cause the promoter covers all 
talent fees, lighting, and sound 
equipment and crew fees, hall 
rental and insurance, security 
and hospitiality expenses, and all 
advertising costs. Furthermore, 
the contract with Scher states 
that the "promoter agrees to 
release ... Cornell its agents and 
employees from and against all 
claims, lawsuits, damages, and 
liabilities of any kind which may 
arise ... " 
you can get a seat, plus two 
more big ones before we break in 
May-
Billy Cobham 
<Conceri 
Next 
Weekend 
The Ithaca College Bureau 
of Concerts has announced the 
appearance of Bill Cobha·m on 
Sunday, Feb. 12 at 8:00 PM · 
downtown at the Strand Theat-
er. Tickets are expected to be on 
sale by the end of the week at 
$4.50 for LC. students, and $5.50 
for the general public on the day 
of the show. · 
Coham is known for his 
innovative work with Dreams , 
the Mahavishnu Orchestra, Miles 
lwis, and his own groups. He has 
joined Columbia Records and has 
a new album titled Magic, 
showcasing his skills as a com-
poser and featuring his dynamic 
new band. 
Billy had some success with 
his two previous bands, &ams 
and the Mahavishnu Orchestra, 
but his is convinced that. the real 
breakthrough is about to happen. 
"It's something I really believe 
in," he says of his young new 
band. "fve had time to do it the 
way I really want to. It's a young 
band. They're really playing 
well and they want to go out and 
play some, good music." 
Due to the limited seating at 
the Strand only a few people will 
get to see this veteran jazz 
. drummer with his new band. 
Former chairman Haims ex-
plained that the concerts are 
opted over in New York city 
where middle agents are called 
the "College Entertainment As-
sociation." This organization 
receives a reported 10 percent. 
This hardly puts the IC commis-
sion in the same class with such 
promoting names as John Scher 
who handles Cornell's highly 
successful program. 
Henry Fonda, o,n O'Herllhy, Walter Matthau 
Directed by Sidney Lurnet 
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Bobbin/ We Really Aren't Alone 
by Jay Bobbin 
It's now been nearly three 
months since the release of Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind. 
People are still asking one main 
question about it: "Is it better 
than Star Wars?" This is a 
situation that Close Encounters 
has been fated to, simply because 
it had the misfortune (or good 
fortune, economically speaking) 
to be released in the same year 
as one of the most popular and 
simplistic movies ever made. 
Steven Spielberg's UFO 
movie has been posting spectacu-
lar money returns (which is 
probably the one reason Colum-
bia Pictures recently splurged 
nine million dollars to buy screen 
rights to the Broadway musical 
Annie), but I wonder about the 
different suppositions that peo-
ple are walking into theatres 
with about Close Encounters. 
Obviously, some are expect-
ing another Star Wars and 
probably end up disappointed 
when they fail to see a single 
robot or light-sabre. Others who 
have been conditioned by the 
highly technical. "important-sci-
entific-data-type" ad campaign 
are likely to be thrown off base, 
too. The audience that ends up 
most satisfied with Close En-
counters of the Third Kind really 
doesn't know what to anticipate; 
that's how I went in, and i came 
out being reasonably pleased 
with what I'd seen. I wouldn't 
set off fireworks in honor of it, 
but I wouldn't say I'd been 
"taken for a ride," either. 
The really nice thing about 
Spielberg's script is that it deals, 
for the most part, with ordinary 
people leading pretty normal 
lives ... until events beyond their 
comprehension happen to them. 
Roy Neary (Richard Dreyfuss) is 
the bluest-collared of workers: a 
Muncie, Indiana power repair-
man with an attractive wife and 
two kids. His first "close 
encounter" comes at a railroad 
crossing where nearly every-
thing in his truck goes haywire. 
(This is the scene lots of people 
wait for, just to see what 
happens when Dreyfuss waves 
ahead what he thin/cs is another 
car behind him). 
The· other person most ob-
viously affected by the "visitors" 
is apparently- widowed Jillian 
Guiler (Melinda Dillon), whose 
little son Barry (Cary Guffey) is 
· just tickled pink to see his 
mechanical toys jump to life by 
themselves and to watch the 
spectacular changes of color in 
the night skies. It turns into 
sheer terror for his mother, 
though, when the extraterrestr-
ials "kidnap" the child (in a scene 
I found exceptionally suspense-
ful). 
From the moment of their 
first "encounters" with the al-
iens, Roy and Jillian share a 
vision of a gigantic, almost 
rectangular mountain. Jillian 
sketches and paints portraits of 
it; Roy goes a bit further. He 
molds it out of clay, mashed 
potatoes (at the dinne_r table, 
yet), and finally every plant and 
· brick he can pull out of his 
neighborhood's backyards. 
(Dreyfuss' unrelenting energy 
and determination to build the 
monstrosity out of whatever he 
can lay his hands on make for 
some classic scenes of sympathe-
tic hilarity). 
At Jong last, courtesy of a TV 
newscast and a Government 
.,, ...................... ~ .... - ..... :" ....... .. 
decision to evacuate a certain 
section of Wyoming determined 
by mysteriously-sent map coor-
dinates, Roy, Jill and the Army 
wind up at the mountain called 
Devil's Tower. The scenes in 
which the two civilians overcome 
the entire military operation to· 
get to the peak of the Tower is in 
the tradition of the best high 
adventure sequences in movie 
history. 
All of this is the preparation 
for the final half-hour: The most 
eyepopping light show ever put 
on film. Special effects wizard 
Douglas Trumbull merely whets 
our appetites with the three 
scout ships (and that little red 
chaser) we see at various points. 
In the climax, he unveils the "big 
mama" spacecraft and we got a 
glance at the aliens. 
I've heard many people say 
they wished they hadn't gotten 
such a clear view of the space 
creatures and had more left to 
their imagination. It's a point 
well-taken, but I was caotivated 
by the sight of the bulbous-head-
ed "things". The last portion of 
Close Encounters does seem 
disjointed from the rest, though. 
Francois Truffaut's formerly cold 
characterization of a scientist is 
give sudden warmth with one 
line to &yfuss; &yfuss himself 
calmly ends up doing something 
that would scare the daylights 
outta me; and the formerly 
all-powerful soldiers stand there 
like total ninnies, which is why 
Il!yfuss gets to do what he does. 
Spielberg does give us a lot 
of opportunities for nervous 
laughter, in the same way he 
maneuvered Jaws to do the same 
thing. He also manipulates his 
actors so that they don't get in 
the way of the special effects, but 
the performers came off well-es-
pecially little Cary Guffey, who is 
as .natural as could be. Il!yfuss 
has many good moments, too, 
but Spielberg should really be 
commended for bringing Melinda 
Dillon to the forefront. She's an 
extremely talented lady who 
makes a perfect choice for the 
role of a young mother. The 
music score by John Williams is 
also a major and vital asset. 
Steven Spielberg obviously 
had an idea of what he wanted 
in Close Encounters, but the plot 
is apparently a simple buildup to . 
that finale, which is bound to 
cause gasps of awe. The logic 
behind it totally disintegrates, 
though. Close Encounters of the 
Third Kind is not quite the 
scientific artifact it pretends to 
be, but it's worth seeing. If you 
do catch it, maybe you'll be 
better prepared to stomach all of 
the word plays on the title that 
are going around. I mean, I 
could have titled this piece 
"Close Encounters of the Bobbin 
Kind" ... but would I do that to 
you'! 
' 
Cagers Face Tough Road Trip 
With three consecutive victor-
ies and four straight ICAC 
decisions under their belts, the 
Ithaca College Bombers are 
finally beginning to look like a 
championship ball club. The 
defending ICAC champs throt-
tled Alfred 94-71 on Tuesday 
after a disastrous 79-59 loss at 
Elmira the night before, then 
proceeded to take care of ICAC 
foes RPI (56-50) and Hobart 
(75-69), which had dealt Ithaca 
its lone conference defeat in the 
season opener. 
Ithaca's record now stands at 
5-5 ovei:all, 4-1 in the Indepen-
dent College Athletic Confer-
ence. The Bombers trail only St. 
Lawrence (6-1) in the conference 
standings. 
It's been as uphill battle for the 
Bombers, who stumbled out of 
the starting gate with a 1-4 
mark, but they certainly felt 
good on Monday after avenging 
the earlier 76-69 defeat. 
Captain Jim Cuddy (Weeds- · 
port, NY) scored an Ithaca 
season high of 28 points in that 
one, hitting on 9x18 from the 
field and 10x14 from the charity 
stripe. _The 6-2 guard, who led 
all scorers with 20 against RPI 
and 19 against Alfred, currently 
leads the club in scoring with a 
13.5 average. 
Center Jim Waitkavicz (Bing-
hamton, NY) had another strong 
game for the Bombers, with 12 
points and 11 rebounds. He 
pulled down nine rebounds in the 
RPI game and 10 against Alfred, 
and leads the team in that 
category with 7 .2 a contest. He's 
also third in scoring with an 11.4 
average. 
The Bombers won the ball 
game from the free throw line, 
just as they had against RPI two 
nights before. Thirty-three 
Hobart fouls sent eight Bombers 
to the line for a total of 49 
attempts, with the Bombers 
connecting on 31 for a 63 percent 
conversion rate. Three States-
men fouled out of the game, 
including leading scorer Randy 
Hudson, who left with only two 
points. In contrast, the Bombers 
committed only 17 personals, 
with the Statesmen connecting 
on 9 of 11 free throws. 
Twelve times the lead changed 
hands in the ball game, with the 
Bombers finally sealing the vic-
tory on the on the free throw 
shooting of Herb Richmond, Jim 
Waitkavicz and Jim Cuddy, who 
each converted buckets in crucial 
one-and-one situations. The 
Bombers hit on 21 of 31 free 
throw attempts in the second 
half. 
In Saturday's contest at RPI, 
free throws were also a deter-
mining factor, except that RPI 
was forced to play catch-up 
basketball throughout the second 
half. The Bombers streaked to a 
31-19 halftime bulge as they shot 
a torrid 56 percent from the field, 
but a poor shooting second half 
allowed RPI back into the game. 
The Engineers pulled to within 
one point of the Bombers on two 
occasions, but that's as far as 
they got. . 
The Bombers converted 13 of 
18 free throws in the second half 
(14x20 overall), while the Engin-
eers could manage but 4xl0 in 
the ball game. Richmond, 
Waitkavicz and Gardner all had 
eight points for the Bombers 
along with Cuddy's 20. 
It was the first ·conference 
defeat of the year for RPI, who 
had beaten previously undefeat-
ed St. Lawrence the night 
before. 
The Alfred win was a total 
team effort by the Bombers, as 
eleven players landed in the 
scoring column and five players 
hit double figures. Cuddy had 19 
for the night, followed by Ken 
Gardner· (Trumansburg, NY) 
with 14, Waitkavicz and Dave 
Wood (Vestal, NY) with 13 and 
Herb Richmond (Buffalo, NY) 
with 11. 
Richmond, in his first week of 
action since suffering from a 
dislocated kneecap, is still scor-
ing at a 12. 7 pace for the 
Bombers with a 6-2 rebounding 
average. 
The Bombers will face their 
sternest test of the season this 
weekend when they travel up to 
the North Country to play 
Clarkson and St. Lawrence. 
Clarkson, 4-2 in the ICAC after a 
two-point loss to St. Lawrence, 
has their strongest tean'\ in 
years, and cannot be taken 
lightly. St. Lawrence, on the 
other hand, has the best record 
in the conference, and they'll be 
out to avenge last year's double 
overtime loss to the Bombers in 
the ICAC playoff. The Bombers 
won it 87-83 and advanced to the 
NCAA Eastern Regional tourn-
ament. The Bombers hold a 
25-11 advantage over Clarkson in 
the overall series, and a 27-20 
edge over St. Lawrence. 
BLAST! 
at 
THE DUGOUT 
Every- Thursday 
Sports Trivia Quiz $2 •. 00 All The 
Draft You Can 
Drink 
by Ken Schoenberg 
1. Mike Bossy is steadily 
climbing towards the record for 
most goals by a rookie. Who now 
holds this record and how many 
did he score? 
Eggy Stars; 
IC Now imi 
by_ G~il Grodberg 
The Ithaca College men's gym-
nastic team now has a record of 
1-1. They lost their first meet to 
Farmingdale on Jan. 29. 
Their second meet on Tues., 
January 31 rendered them vic-
torious over Cornell with a close 
score of 113.25 to 112.75. Rick 
Eggleston was Ithaca's top per-
former as he placed in every 
event. He came in first on the 
floor exercise, Still Rings and 
highbar, second on pom'mel horse_ 
and parallel bars and third on the 
vault. Rick was also first in the 
all around. Another fine per-
formance was turned in ·by Joe 
Syage who picked up a 7 .8 on the 
parallel bars. This score which 
was the highest of his career was 
also high enough to capture first 
place. Glenn Spoerl picked up 
3rd on the Shill Rings with a 7.45 
and qn· high bar with a 7.25. 
Greg Applegate got 2nd on the 
high bar, his score being 7.40. 
Their next meet will be tonight 
against East Stroudsburg. With 
their next home meet on Mon-
day ,February" 6 the· team enter-
tains Oneonta. Admission is free 
and all interested spectators are 
invited to attend. · 
2. The All-America Basketball 
team of 1968 is reputed to be the 
best ever. Can you name five of 
the ten chosen hoopsters? 
victories with 33. What team 
holds the record for the most 
losses in a row? 
3. Can you name the only team 
ever to win the NIT and NCAA 
championships in the same year? 
4. The Los Angeles Lakers hold 
the record for most consecutive 
5. What N .H.L. team has gone 
the longest without winning the 
Stanley Cup 
.soc Bar Liquor· 
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~'Hondo"; "Broadway Joe" Call It Quits 
by Reid W almark 
Like the memory of a warm 
summer's day, so are the remem-
berings of the careers of two 
genuinely special athletes-sweet, 
too short and definitely the spice 
of life. 
North American sports suf-
fered the loss (to retirement) of 
two all-time greats this w~ek. 
Joe "Willie White Shoes" Nam-
ath hung 'em up after a league -
shattering career. And John 
"Hondo" Havlicek, as expected, 
announced that this season will 
be his last hurrah. 
The name Joe Namath is 
synonymous with football his-
tory. He was involved in The 
Heidi Bowl, The Super Bowl, and 
the lesser known Passing Bowl 
when Johnny Unitas and Broad-
way Joe hooked up for the 
ultimate passing duel - 800 
combined aerial yards. 
Joe Namath: the arm, the 
flamboyant playboy, the ultra -
confident predictor, the capital-
izing shaver, the injury prone, 
the superlative reader of defen-
ses, the AFL resurrector, the 
commerical tycoon, and, Joe 
Namath the controversial figure. 
But we have tended to over-
look for many years his key 
quality, the one area where Joe 
stood way above everyone else: 
His competitiveness. 
He wasn't a traditional "never 
- say - die" competitor like Pete 
Rose, Bobby Clarke or Fran 
Tarkenton. 
Nor a "physically intense-reck-
less abandon" type like Dick 
Butkus, Dave Cowens or Thur-
man Munson. 
Nor a "courageous battler" like 
Larry Brown, John Hiller, or 
Ted Green. 
Nor a "calculating athlete" like 
Walt Fraser, Jean Ratelle or 
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Franz Bcckenbauer. 
And nor was he a "charming" 
performer like Eddie Giacomin, 
Julius Erving or Pet~-· 
Joe Namath can n~ be exclus-
ively classified into one of these 
types of competitors. Actually, 
at one time or another, this 
graduate of Bear Bryant and 
Alabama displayed the traits, or 
qualified for each category. 
Since there is an aura or 
mystique surrounding Joe that 
Transcends the traditional com-
petitor classifications, we fail to 
recognize his competitive nature. 
But if we analyze his behavior 
on the football field, we see a 
man motivated by that insatiable 
desire to win. 
When Joe paraded his confi-
dence in a Jet Super Bowl upset, 
his competitive drive was the 
reason for his actions (that and 
his hot-dogging instinct). 
When Joe hurt his knee in an 
exhibition game against Detroit 
in the early 70's, it was his 
competitive nature that made his 
chase the interception. 
When Joe wanted out of The 
Apple, he only desired to com-
pete for a winner. 
And finally when he was 
relegated to a reserve's role in 
L.A., Joe only wanted to be 
remembered as the top flight 
competitor that he was for the 
overwhelming majority of his 
career. 
On the gridiron he was inter-
ested in just one thing - winning. 
So, it is the combination of his 
great accomplishments and his 
on-field character that will allow 
him to be recalled as a true Hall 
of Farner. Joe Namath - the 
excellent quarterback with the 
flashy personality who gave us a 
different, yet equally pure brand 
of competitiveness. 
Just as the mentioning of the 
title "Broadway Joe" elicits 
football nostalgia, so does the 
nickname "Hondo" signify bas-
ketball history. 
Almost every honor and 
achievement possible for an 
NBA'er has been attained by 
John Havlicek somewhere in his 
illustrious career. HE is the 
league's third leading career 
scorer and the holder of many 
playoff records as well. 
Oddly enough, John l)egan and 
ended his career as a reserve, 
but a player whose contributions 
from the bench were most 
instrumental to the Celtic's suc-
cess. However, it is what is 
between the edges of his career 
that will be most remembered. 
John Havlicek's style on the 
court was not particularly flashv. 
continuea on page 11 
Women Gymnasts Hav, 
Bri ht Future 
By Gail Grodberg 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Gymnastic team finished up a 
busy week with one victory and 
two defeats. In their- first meet 
of the semester, last Wednesday, 
the team put up a fine showing 
against a strong Cornell squad. 
Although Ithaca lost the meet 
122.8 -116.1, they did hold a lead 
at the end of two events, 60.4 -
59.9. 
Winky Ward was Ithaca's 
top performer as she captured 
first place in both the Vault and 
the uneven parallel bars. 
Winky's score of 8.55 on the bars 
tied her top score for all of last 
season. Winky is also captain of 
this year's squad. Other fine 
performances were turned in by 
Chris Malinconico who picked up 
second in the vault and fourth on 
the bars. Debie Leach who tied 
for third in the vault, Cathy 
Pearce tied for third on the 
balance beam and third in the 
floor exercise. 
In a dual meet last Saturday 
the LC. gymnasts picked up a 
victory over Albany State but 
lost to Vermont. Debie Leach 
tied for first in the vault with 
Vermont's Anne Berry. Captain 
Winky Ward again took first on 
the bars. Ithaca captured first, 
second and fourth place on the 
beam with Cathy Pearce, Kathy 
Taylor, and Wendy Eisenman 
respectively. In the floor exer-
cise Cathy Pearce's score of 7.85 
was good enough to earn her a 
second place finish. 
The scoring for the meet 
was as follows: Vermont 107.4; 
Ithaca 104. 75; and Albany 92.55. 
The next meet for the 
women will be a home encounter 
against Canisius, this Saturday 
February, 4th at 7:00. Admis-
sion is free and everyone is 
invited to attend. 
Women Swimmers 
Crush Smith 106-25 
by Kim Howe 
The Ithaca College womens 
swim team outswam William 
Smith last night 106-25 boosting 
their record to 2 wins and one 
loss. in their first meet of the 
semester, the women were vic-
torious over Buffalo University, 
112-19. 
Last night's meet proved to be no 
contest for the Ithacans. 
First place was· taken in last 
night's showing by Julie Wyle-
gala in the 500 freestyle; Paul-
ette Pinchbeck in the 100 back-
stroke with an outstanding time 
of 1:06:5; Jenny Mecca in the 100 
and 200 freestyle; Chris McNa-
mera in the 100 breaststroke and 
100 butterfly; Barb Ridell in the 
50 freestyle; and Karen Ray in 
the 50 butterfly with a time Jf 
28:8. 
The diving team added a fine 
showing in the one-sided meet 
with thP women of William 
Smith. 
The Reject Relay, comprised of 
Julie Wylegala, Maura O'dey, 
Susan Bassett and Carol Cassidy 
were victorious by a wide margin 
over their Smith counterparts. 
Coach Debbie Wuest along 
with swim <;aptains Maura O'dey, 
Karen Ray and diving captain 
Adrian Allen, the latter two 
being 4-year veterans, provide a 
strong nucleus for the team. 
Team member Julie Wylegala 
feels that the team looks in good 
shape for the state meet at the 
end of February. The toughest 
competition the team wHI face 
this season is likely to be C.otgate 
and-Cortland. 
Th~ next meet will be this 
Friday night at 7:00 when IC 
hosts Brockport State.There is 
no admission charge and specta-
tors are welcomed. 
.., 
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* ~'Joe Willie~, ~'Hondo'~ Women Cagers Drub Hartwick 
rnntinued from page 10 
just uncommonly effective. An 
there is not any one single 
game-skill where John is the 
best, or even very close to the 
top. John's most outstanding 
attribute is his class. He really 
brought dignity to the game. 
Yet there is something in 
John's repetoire that even ex-
ceeds his class - and that is his 
playoff performances. In fact 
this is a good example of how 
statistics can be misleading. It is-
possible that therP. are some 
players who have better post 
season stats that John, however, 
nobody comes close to being as 
fearfully awesome in the clutch. 
Afterall, he is responsible for 
some pretty incredible feats in 
the playoffs. On a few occasions, 
he has single-handedly won 
World Championships with a 
precisely timed steal or last 
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Step Up To The 
§) 
*106 The Commons* Tues. - Fri. 9:30- 5:30 p.m. * 
Sat: 9:30-3:30 p.m. * For appointmentcall 273-1555 
.. 
HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN 
Delicious Crepe Entrees & Desserts 
Dinners 
Cocktails Wines 
G 
Lunch Dinner 
European Atmosphere 
Moderate Prices 
Open 7. days till I am 
602 Elmira Rd. 277-0123 
Pyramid Mall 257-0777 
Bankamericard Mastercharge 
second shot. 
There are a number of players 
who are better pure shooters 
than Hondo · Rick Barry, Jerry 
West, Rick Mount, and Doug 
Collins to name a few. Yet, if I 
were a coach of a team in an 
extremely crucial situation, and 
had at my disposal any player in 
the history of the sport to take 
the final shot, I wouldn't hesitate 
for even one heart beat ..... "Give 
the ball to Havlicek!"..... I 
think you would agree also. 
Joe Namath and John Havli-
cek, two super competitors, 
whose memories will never 
never fade. I miss them already. 
Trivia 
Answers 
1. Rick Martin, 44 goals 
2. Elvin Hayes (Houston), Wes 
Unseld (Louisville), Lucius Allen. 
(UCLA) Don May (Dayton), Lew 
Alcindor (UCLA), Bob Lanier 
(St. Bonaventure), Pete Mara-
vich (LSU), Larry Miller (North 
Carolina), Calvin Murphy (Nia-
b'Ta) and Jo Jo White (Kansas) 
3. C.C.N.Y. in 1950 
4. Philadelphia notched tweniy 
consecutive losses in 1973 
5. The New York Rangers 
The Ithaca College Womens' 
Basketball squad boosted its 
record to 7-1 with a 62-32 
drubbing of Hartwick last night. 
Lisa Boyer led all scorers with 14 
points while pulling down 10 
rebounds. Kim Cheney chipped 
in 12 points while Maureen 
Skourinski had 10 points and 9 
rebounds for the victors. 
This Sunday the lady Bombers 
will be involved in a quarter-final 
match of the Man ufact ur's Han-
over Invitational. A tournament 
held annually to determine the 
State Champion. Ithaca's oppo-
nent will be Cortland State, an 
opponent who earlier in the year 
downed IC 103-58. However 
both Coach Mary Connolley and 
Manager Chris Lane expressed 
optimism toward the upcoming 
rematch. "The girls have really 
been clicking lately and have 
shown great improvement.,"said 
Chris Lane, "I feel it's going to be 
a different ball game this time." 
Sunday's game will be held at 
Colgate University, with the 
winner moving on to play the 
Syracuse-St. John Fisher win-
ner. From their the winners will 
go to Iona College to meet the 
Metropolitan area Champ for the 
State Title. The winning team 
will receive a $3000grant, with 
$1500 going to the runners-up. 
Ithaca played in last year's 
initial tournament, losing to St. 
John Fisher 64-58. Ithaca won 
the New York State Champion-
ship in 1973-4 with an 11-1 mark, 
and has consistantly finished 
among the top three finishers 
Jn the state. 
Women Pucksters 
Beaten By Saints 
The Ithaca College women 
Pucksters took on the St. Law-
rence Saints in an action-packed 
contest Saturday with the Saints 
BOOLS 
FLOWER SHOP 
winnmg ~-ti. At the end of the 
first period the Ithacans were 
down 3-1, but a barrage of goals 
in the second period put the 
score at 6-5, St Lawrence. In the 
third period the Saints strength 
seemed to return as they widen-
ed the gap to a final score of 9-6. 
The LC. scorers were: Kathy 
Garrett, Ginny Crawford (asist-
ed by Robin Sinkway), Becky 
::::::: Mazzer with two goals (all 
::::::: assisted by Nancy Kimmerly). 
::::::: The final goal was scored by 
::::::: Nancy Andrus with Cathie De-
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Or Aroun·d The World. 
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·"::::::: Yoe assisting. The next home 
::::::: game is Saturday, February 18 
:::::::i at 4:45 at Lynah Rink on the 
:;::::: Cornell University campus. 
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LCOMEBACK 
STUDENTS WHILE 
YOU WERE AWAY, 
0 NED 
IN I-GOLF ............. 
Cafe Square-~~id 
- 18 Hole Indoor Miniature Golf Course 
- Unique and Challenging 
- 2 Levels - Spiral Steps - Well Landscaped 
- Tantalizing Obstacle on every hole 
One of New Yorks Most Elaborate Indoor Golf 
- Courses I 
SPECIALS: 
t) For you night owls, Fridays and Saturdays Rrom 
10:30p.m. till midnight 75e/golfer 
2) Student Appreciation Night Sundays 5:30p.m. 
till 9:30p.m. $I/golf er 
3) Athletic Teams, Groups, Organizations, Fraternities -
and Sororities- Group Rates- $I/golfer and if you make 
arrangements in advance yon get a second game of 
golf free, good for that day only. · 
4)$90 in cash prizes for singles tournament February 11 & 12 1978 
5) This Sonday February 5 at 4:00p.m. WTKO's 'Challenge Match 
of the Sexes' Win $100 in gift certificates pick 
.,,I 
winning team and score· f::::---- d / 
__________ 0_8_-8_9_ ~~~ 
CALL (607) 257• --~-:JI 
FOR 
INFORMATION 
ON: 
-Mini Golf League$ 
-Mini Golf Tournaments 
-Mini Golf Group Rates -
CALL 
(607) 257-0889 
~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·, 
~~GET ACQUAINTED DISCOUNT COUPON Q~ c 
<Y This coupon permits bearer to play ?~ 
one (1)_ round of Mini Golf for· 
75c 
This coupon expires February 28, 1978 
·-·~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·----~-------~---J 
